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DDEVELOPM LOPMENT 

Name of the child :Shubdha Mishra Date of Birth 
Teacher :08/04/2017 

:Shruti Jingade 
:Playgroup 

Level 
Assessment Period :October-November 
Working Days 
Days Present 

35 
:23 

About the Child: 

Shubdha is trying to learn how to co-operate, take turns and make friends. She is able to do 

transition between activities. Learning to understand ownership and plays with friends with 
minimal conflict. Gives more attention to stories , rhymes and loves to pretend play. Is trying to 
follow school routine without any prompting. Communicates her needs properly. 

Sensorial: 

Learning to pair the colors. 

Able to solve simple puzzles. 

Language: 

Learning to follow the instructions given by teacher. 

Carries on a simple 
conversation with friend. 

Learning to name most familiar things. 

Learning to say the primary colors. 

Mathematics: 

She is trying to say 
numbers 1-10 orally. 

She is trying to sort things by size. 



Kida360o 
HOLUSTIC C HIL D DEVELOPMENT 

Name of the child Shubdha Mishra 
Date of Birth 08/04/2017 
Teacher Shruti Jingade 

: Playgroup Level 

Assessment Period December-March 
Working Days 
Days Present 

60 
35 

About the Child: 

She is friendly child who mingles with others easily. She responds well to feedback and follows 

classroom instructions. She actively participates in classroom discussion and daily activities. She 
often displays leadership qualities during group play. She shows interest when new concepts are 
introduced. She loves to learn new things. 

Sensorial: 

She has been introduced to the concepts of length and heights and is learning to grade the 
materials according to the size. 

She knows the names of common 2D shapes and colors. 
She is beginning to understand simple patterns and sequences. 

Language: 

She is an attentive listener. 

She expresses herself clearly. 

She enjoys reciting rhymes. 
ldentifies objects or things in pictures when asked. 

Mathematies: 

She enjoys activities involving matching and/or sorting. 
She is trying to count the objects. 



Physical: 

She is able to sit and stand without hand support. 
She can jump with her feet off the floor. 

Creative: 

She excels in tearing and pasting activity. 
She enjoys various art and craft activities using different techniques. 

Fine motor skills: 

She is capable of holding small items, buttoning clothing, eating and turning pages. She shows excellent co-ordination of muscles while coloring and doing other activities. 

Theme of the month: 

Theme 1-Communication(December): 

Learnt about general modes of communication like mobile, radio ,newspaper, televison ete. 

Theme 2-Earth and Nature(January):

Introduction to Seasons - Spring, Summer, Winter. Talk about the things we do during all 

seasons. Learnt about sun ,moon, stars, sky. 

Theme 3-Material World(February):

Learnt about thing which are mnade of different kinds of materials like glass, wood, plastic 

rubber, paper. 

Theme 4-Culture(March)

CLO's Signature Parent's Signature 
Teacher's Signature 



Physical: 

Can hop. jump, walk backwards. 
Balance on one foot with the help. 

Kicks a ball 

Creative: 

Love to do coloring activity. 
Interested in doing art and craft. 

Theme of the month: 

Theme 1-Animal kingdom(October) 

Learnt the names of common animals. 

Recognition of animals through picture books and flash cards. 

Theme 2-People who help us(November) 

Learnt about the community helpers. 

Held Fancy dress competition on theme base. 
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